Como
Inset Bowls
Product Code: INB001-INB004
Como hemispherical inset basins are
available in four sizes; 290mm, 330mm,
390mm and 460mm outside diameters.
The basins are made from, high polish, 304
grade stainless steel and are designed for
insetting into a work top. Bowls come
complete with waste and overflow kit.
Como basins are supplied with over-flows,
although they can be supplied without on
request. Under-mount and weld in flanges
are also available on Como bowls.

Maggiore
Inset Bowls
Product Code: INB005-INB008
Maggiore inset basins are available in four sizes;
290mm, 330mm, 390mm and 460mm outside
diameters. The basins are made from, high
polish, 304 grade stainless steel and are designed
for insetting into a work top, the outside surface
is unpolished. Bowls come complete with waste
and overflow kit. Maggiore basins are supplied
with over-flows, although they can be supplied
without on request. Under-mount and weld in
flanges are also available on Maggiore bowls.

Como
Inset Bowls
Product Code: INB001-INB004
290 diameter
260 inside

330 diameter
300 inside

360 diameter
330 inside

Installation
Cut work-top to allow the bowl to fit and set the
bowl down on a bed of silicone, wiping away
any excess.
Maintenance
Clean with normal sponge and warm soapy water.
Do not use bleach or cleaners unless specifically
intended for use on stainless steel.
Optional
INB001
INB002
INB003
INB004
INB422
INB423

extras for Como bowls
290mm Como bowl kit.
330mm Como bowl kit.
390mm Como bowl kit.
420mm Como bowl kit.
Overflow delete.
Plain slotted waste with no overflow.

460 diameter
420 inside

Maggiore
Inset Bowls
Product Code: INB001-INB004

290 diameter
260 inside

330 diameter
300 inside

360 diameter
330 inside

460 diameter
420 inside

Installation
Cut work-top to allow the bowl to fit and set the bowl down
on a bed of silicone, wiping away any excess.
Maintenance
Clean with normal sponge and warm soapy water. Do not use
bleach or cleaners unless specifically intended for use on
stainless steel.
Optional
INB005
INB006
INB007
INB008
INB422
INB423

extras and product codes for Maggiore bowls
290mm Maggiore bowl kit.
330mm Maggiore bowl kit.
390mm Maggiore bowl kit.
420mm Maggiore bowl kit.
Overflow delete.
Plain waste with no overflow.

